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BIDCO OIL AND SOAP LTD ^APPLICANT

VERSUS

RICHARD ZINGANISA RESPONDENT

(From the decision of the Commission for Mediation (k^bitratiorW1 DSM at Kinondoni)

datefZl51 Jlv, 2020 

sin

REF:<No?6MA/DSM/KIN/R. 751/17

JUDGEMENT

14&Februar$& 03® hlarcti'2022

RwizileJ

The applicant employed the respondent. The employment commenced 1st

April 2007 to 24th March 2017, when his termination occurred for gross 

negligence. Being aggrieved, the respondent filed a labour dispute No.

CMA/DSM/KIN/R.751/17.



The CMA award was issued in favour of the respondent hence this 

application. The applicant is applying to revise and set aside arbitration 

award. The application is supported by the affidavit of Flora Emmanuel, 

principal officer of the applicant advancing the following issues;

1. That, the mediator had no jurisdiction to determine thefynatier

2. That Arbitrator erred in law and fact by failjpg to explain when the 

respondent was terminated, further the armtrato'rjaiied to state when 

the Commission for Mediation and ^Arbitration received the

the commission had the mandate to entertain the dispute or not

(i) That the rnediator erred in law by granting the

3. Wh^erfciwgs proper for the Honourable Arbitrator to ignore and 

^fa^^roiconsider the applicant's documentary evidence tendered and 

admitted by the Commission and considered only the hearsay evidence 

of the respondent without any proof.
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4, Whether it was proper for the honourable arbitrator to grant leave pay 

without considering that the complainant had already been paid leave 

arrears.

(!) That the arbitrator erred in law and in fact by

In disposing of the application, hearing was by way of<wr,itten submissions.

Ms Victoria Mgonja, an Employment Standard Cbqstiltant, represented the 

applicant while Edward Simkoko,|Ebgal 'Secr^ry from TASIWU appeared for 

the respondent.

The first issue was argutil with the second one, it was stated that the 

mediator had no ju^di^i^ determine the matter and that the arbitrator 

erred in la^i^^rlfegifhe application for condonation to the respondent. 

It sy^^u^^^^^at, Rule 3(1) of the Labour Institutions (Mediation and 

Arbitratibn^uidelines') GN No. 67 of 2007, provides that a person

independent of the parties is to be appointed as mediator. In this case, it 

was submitted that condonation hearing was heard by a mediator who also 

sat as such in the same matter. She continued to argue, that the certificate 



issued did not identify the nature of the dispute, it did not say as well if the 

issue was resolved. In her view, it is against Rule 3(5) of the guidelines which 

reads: -

The mediator shall issue a certificate at the end of the mediation 
identifying the nature of the dispute and statin^^jethei^^^^pute 

has been resolved or not. The certificate may. tie, issue^fthin 30 days.

On the second issue, she further submitted thafjsthe arbitrator erred in law 

and fact by failing to show when the respondentias terminated. As well, 

for not showing when the CMA form NoMan®2 were filed. In her view, this 

was important to satisfy itsel&as to^/^^r the commission had jurisdiction 

to entertain the dispute. Shewas vehement that the CMA form No. 1 is not 

dated. It is thereforemaijd^e added, to know when it was filed.

She said, it (^against Rule 10(1) of the Labour Institutions (Mediation and

Arbjjratfon),^2007 GN. No. 64 of 2004 which provides for 30 days 

within wbfchl a disputed is filed with the Commission. For that reason, she 

was of the view that the dispute was heard by the commission without 

dealing with time limitation.



It was further argued that, the mediator allowed the application for 

condonation basing on his opinion. To fortify her argument, she referred this 

court to the cases of Bushiri Hassan v Latifa Lukio Mashayo Civil Appeal 

No. 3 of 2007 and Tanzania Fish Processors Ltd v Christopher 

Luhangula, Civil Appeal No. 161 of 1994 CA, (Unreg^ed)^She argued 

that the duty of the mediator was to look at the degree oflateness and the 

reason thereof but not to decide a matter from bis^opinion.

The third issue was, whether it was pFbperTo 'ignore the applicant's

DI which is a letter informing the^respondent of his misdeeds and D2, a 

nearing rorm, our son mesaroirrator claimed that the respondent was never 

informed of his offencesS?It was her submission that evidence was recorded 

and the res^^ie^a^sAven a chance to defend himself.

The fourth issue hinged on whether it was proper to award payment of leave 

without^orc^diring that the complainant had been paid leave arrears. For 

the applicant, it was said, the commission erred in awarding the respondent 

what was not claimed in CMA Form No. 1. She therefore held the view that 

the respondent could not have claimed what was already paid to him. This 

court was therefore asked to allow this application and set aside the award.



When opposing the application, it was argued for the respondent on the first 

issue that, the mediator was duly appointed under section 86(3)(a) of the 

Employment and Labour Relations Act [CAP 366 R.E 2019] to mediate the 

matter. It was argued, that this was therefore in compliance with the law.

Arguing the second issue, it was stated that extension gWirne to fi'le^ispute 

may be granted upon showing sufficient reason. In^rinciple/'it^vas argued, 

it is at the discretion of the mediator. The same therefore has powers to 

consider reasons for lateness as it was donelin tnifecase. Mr. Simkoko added 

that since the commission decidep'on the matter, it is binding on the parties, 

by the principal of estoppel. He was>also duick to point out that the situation

is governed by section 9 of the. Civil Procedure Code. The point, he further 

argued, has been d^^^^^|finaliy determined.

Respondin^^^^^irdji^sue, it was submitted that the applicant failed to 

proye tha’t the^respbndent failed to inspect the cars. The respondent, he 

arguedywasjvitih his boss Niraj, who had authority to inspect the motor 

vehicles. It was stated that the same could not be punished for the offences 

of his boss.
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It was further submitted that, the applicant failed during disciplinary hearing 

to call key witnesses such as Mr. Niraj and a security Guard. Instead, it was 

his view that, only hearsay evidence from witnesses was tendered. The 

respondent held the view that the applicant did not prove if there were 

reasons for termination and if the same reasons were^fair as statedlynder 
section 37(2)(a)(b) of ELRA and Rule 13(1) of Employ^nt eW*Labour

Relations (Code of Good Practice) G.N. No. 42 oQ200^.

The law, it was added, provides for investigatiomtq be conducted. He went, 

since it is a mandatory procedure^ ought t(Mbe proved done.

In response to the fourth issue, it wa^sdpmitted that, the respondent upon 

termination was only paid^ttelast salary. The arbitrator, according to him, 
correctly held. In c^cl^^i^^was argued that the applicant did not follow 

the terms OT^se^iohsS^ofiELRA. It was therefore not proved that termination

was fair. iHeJrayedj’this application be dismissed for want of merit.

Having'heard both parties, the first point to determine is whether, the 

arbitrator had jurisdiction. Section 86(3)(a) of the ELRA states in clear terms 

that upon receipt of the referral, the Commission has to appoint a mediator 

to mediate the dispute. It was argued that the dispute was heard/arbitrated 
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by the one who mediated it. In law, mediation is the stage that comes before 

arbitration. If the matter is successfully mediated, the dispute comes to an 

end. But in the event, as in this case, mediation is not successful, then

arbitration takes place. In normal terms, the mediator, given the stages of 

mediation, is not required to arbitrate the matter.

But in my view and based on rule 20 and 30 of thaGN. 67 of'2007. There is 

nothing that prevents mediation and arbitrationsto be«dpne by one person

and at the same time. For this double process it, parties must be in

agreement and this depends oh/the naturefeof the case and the need to 

expedite that matter. The applicant has|complained at this stage, but did 

not raise an alarm at the>stage of the trial. Based on the nature of the 

application, I think,Jthis pointiis>baseless. It is dismissed.

It is a legafegWeijeiitffhat CMA Form No. 1, institutes the claims at the

CMA. It '.should therefore, as a matter of law be fully completed. The 

applicant was:pfesent since the trial commenced to its finality. It is cardinal, 

that issues at the revision stage must be those raised before the commission.

The court is of the view that; the applicant had to raise this at CMA during 

hearing. Raising it now, in my view is a new fact not maintainable. In

support, is the case Magnus K. Laurean vs Tanzania Breweries Limited 



Civil Appeal No. 25 of 2018 of Court of Appeal where, a point of objection to 

admissibility of the document ought to be done at the trial stage, it was 

therefore stated:

"... The appellant's claim that the report, being an email as asserted by
4^

DW2, could only be admissible If it met the requirement of section 18 

of the Electronic Transactions Act, 2015 is depriy an afterthought It 

was never raised before the CMA when the'docLiment was tendered in 

evidence for the arbitrator to determhejfthe document complied with 

the rules of authenticatior^^den^^^d section nor was it brought 

to the attention of the High\Gourt.?Since the appellant did not object

to its admissibility atM’eJime it was tendered, as shown at page 112

of tiie recordtQf^/jei^we find no basis to entertain this belated 

orie^ance'^SC^ J

But that notwijftsta[riding, the CMA form is clear and it has been fully filled. 
It h^kthe daijelvhen it was filed and show when the cause of action arose, 

that is why there was an application for condonation. This issue therefore is 

baseless.
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The other ground was that condonation was based on mediator's opinion. 

Indeed, all court decisions are based on the opinion of their authors. But the 

opinion should be grounded on reason and principles stated in the statutes 

or legal precedents. It has been clearly stated that condonation is in the 

absolute discretion of the mediator. This court has exarninedThe record to 
see if the discretion was properly exercised. To be able t^ppr^^e that, 

me extract in me aware eatee id”1 reoruary zuio? alpage 5 states;

"...tume inaweza kumhurumia aliyewasilisha^rfigogoro kama atakuwa 

na sababu ya msingi...ni^ungtJ^^^babu hii ya kwamba m/eta 

maombi alifungua mara yatytwa^ kwa wakati iakini alikosea kwa 
kutumia fomu ambaz^Hishafutwa na tume iiiamua kuondoa mgogoro 

huo na kumpa^mma^ena Hi afungue upya kwa kutumia fomu

mp^h.hiyyo^basij(atika minajiii ya kutenda haki na kutokana na

ufafanuzi"hudynilioeleza hapo juu ni kwamba maombi haya yana

^•sababbisfiya msingi...kwa mantiki hiyo ninayakubaii kama 
y^b^owasi/ishwa na kuridhia mgogoro huu kusikiiizwa katika hatua ya

iisuiuhishi..."

There is no doubt that the mediator, heard the reasons for delay. Having

considered the reasons given, a decision was made to condone the delay. In 



my considered view, the decision was properly guided by the law and the 

discretion was properly exercised. This point has no merit too.

The third issue was on failure of the arbitrator to consider documentary 

evidence tendered. It was argued that exhibits DI and D2 were not 

considered. Apparently, the proceeding and the award?shows exhibit? stated

were considered. The arbitrator applied exhibit B2^at theiqearing which 

proves that the disciplinary hearing was conducted arid;thg arbitrator made 

a determination based on it.

The next issue is on reliefs awarded buLallegedly not raised in CMA Form

No. 1. As it was held by the arjbitrator^the^respondent was already paid leave 

arrears, exhibit D4, as payments the salary with its deduction was produced 

as the proof of payment-. T^s^ground fails for lack of merit.

The last poinWgisesAthelssue of whether what was awarded was raised in 

theiCMAft 1/CMA Form No.l). The court is of the view that the respondent 

filed a ai^p^te claiming for terminal dues for unfair termination. Remedies 

due to unfair termination are provided by the law. Section 40(1) of the ELRA, 

is alive on this point and it states thus;
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"Where an arbitrator or Labour Court finds a termination is unfair, the 

arbitrator or Court may order the employer-

fa) to reinstate the employee from the date the employee was 

terminated without loss of remuneration during the period that 

the employee was absent from workfydup towhejunfair 

termination; or -k

(b) to re-engage the employee on any^termsLhat, the arbitrator or 

Court may decide; or %

(c) to pay compensation^ the^emplpyee of not less than twelve 

months remuneration^^ A

From the foregoing, it need^xte pleaded in the CMA Form No.l that there 
was unfair termhaffor^^g^bnsequences of unfair termination therefore 

are paym^t^coi^ensation. This issue therefore fails.

Finally, tne«ntral issue to be determined after having considered the 
groi^^^^dI and argued is whether, there was proof of fair termination.

Starting with the reason for termination, the relevant provision is section

37(2) of ELRA, which states: -



"A termination of employment by an employer is unfair if the employer 

fails to prove-

(a) that the reason for the termination is valid;

(b) that the reason is a fair reason-

(i) related to the employee's conduct, capacity or

(ii) based on the operational requiremerts of the employer 
(c) that the employment was ternjin^^^^accordance with a fair

procedure.

It has been consistently held that<o^termination to merit, it has to be 

grounded not only on valfiteascyis but also reasons for termination have to 

be fair. This must be-pi©vecM® the required standard. As such, it is the duty 

of the em^yeR^proyjded under S. 39 of the ELRA. The applicant did not 

pro^/etnat ti^srewgre valid reasons for termination.

On whethgp>termination was procedurally fair. In this point fairness of 

procedure is a question of fact and law. The applicant as a matter of 

procedure is required to prove the law was followed. The procedure starts 

by investigation. It has been submitted that; the respondent was summoned 



for a disciplinary hearing. He was represented by a representative from 

TUICO. After hearing, he was found guilty and terminated. He was paid his 

terminal dues. There is no evidence that shows investigation was done 

before the hearing was conducted.
It can be safely held therefore that, failure to condu<^^^^0^^^% the 

respondent, was denied his right to defend his case as investigation sets 

ground for hearing, as provided for under Rule 1$(1) oKG-.N No. 42 of 2007

"7776 employer shall conduct arftinvestigation to ascertain whether

Athere are grounds for amearing,to-be held."

Therefore, in all forms^of reiyriirfation, the law must be complied with. It is 

and 39 of the\EL.RAWdrtlier, in the case of Tanzania Revenue Authority

v Andrew ^temiunda, Labour Rev. No. 104 of 2014, it was held that: -

..iltls established principle that for the termination of employment to 

be considered fair it should be based on valid reasons and fair 

procedure. In other words, there must be substantive fairness and



procedural fairness of termination of employment, section 37(2) of the

Act..."

For the foregoing reasons, I agree with the commission that the applicant 

did not prove that termination was both substantively and procedurally fair.

e
This application therefore has no merit. It is hereby djsrhissed. No order as

o


